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Abstract—We present work in progress on a pipeline for audio
rendering integrating vision-based systems for acoustic material
classification. With a marching cubes algorithm, the pipeline
estimates a cuboid acoustic volume encapsulating the listener,
a sound source, and the surrounding environment. A variable-
resolution binary field, samples and simplifies the input scene,
and captures the appearance of surfaces to produce a set of
image patches. A classifier infers acoustic materials, expressed
as frequency-dependent acoustic absorption coefficients, from
image patches. The estimated volume and aggregated acoustic
materials provide input to the Image Source Model that models
reverberation by generating Room Impulse Responses (RIRs).
We conduct preliminary tests by applying our pipeline on a
set of indoor and outdoor scenes, producing RIRs with inferred
acoustic materials, comparing them against RIRs with manually
assigned acoustic materials, extracting and evaluating objective
metrics, such as reverberation or clarity. Through a learned
metric on subjective responses, we compare perceptual aspects of
automatically-generated RIRs against manually tagged. Objective
and subjective analysis suggests that the pipeline can automate
the acoustic material classification process by producing RIRs
indistinguishable from manually-tagged counterparts.

Index Terms—acoustic rendering, material recognition, inter-
active applications

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the increasing popularity of sound rendering, it
is now possible to produce realistic acoustic models, where
sound propagates in virtual environments, interacting with
boundaries and objects, finally arriving at the listener’s ears
[1], [2]. Virtual environments and interactive applications ben-
efit from simulated sound propagation, as it enables rich multi-
modal interactions, contributes to evoking a sense of presence
and immersion [3], [4], and improves task performance [5].
Acoustic rendering aims at reconstructing virtual acoustic
space, replicating characteristics of a real environment, by
generating artificial RIRs across positions of sound sources
and listeners, which audio engines can use to propagate sound
from sources to the user’s ears.

Input to sound propagation methods consists of scene
geometry, acoustic properties of surfaces and boundaries,
and the position of sources and listeners in space [6], [7].
They are determinants of the resulting perceived auralisation
quality, represent a crucial challenge of audio rendering, and
typically require human intervention in the scene authoring
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process, especially for realistic acoustic simulations. Deter-
mining acoustic characteristics of surfaces requires the work of
expert acousticians, an obstacle to real-time rendering, which
has gained increasing attention in the field of sound rendering.
Recent work has approached this problem by adopting cutting
edge machine learning techniques [8]–[11].

Our goal is to explore scalable deep learning techniques
for interactive and plausible sound rendering, combining fast
methods of sound propagation with automatic input gen-
eration to produce plausible acoustic simulations in virtual
environments. Given a complex scene, we aim to capture
the appearance of objects and surfaces to map their visual
features to acoustic characteristics, drawing from Schissler
et al.’s work [12]. Our vision advances this paradigm by
optimising the visual information sampled from scenes based
on the perceived quality of the resulting acoustic simulation.
Here, we present a prototype acoustic rendering pipeline,
targeting platforms with dynamic geometry by integrating
automatic acoustic material recognition within the process of
reconstructing the acoustic environment surrounding a listener
and a sound source, allowing for automatic sound rendering.

We report on a system that captures of the environment’s
appearance, using material classification network to predict
acoustic parameters of the scene from its appearance, ex-
pressed as image patches. A surface reconstruction algorithm
samples the visuals of the environment to generate the image
patches. The current state of the system has acoustic mate-
rials aggregating to mean materials assigned to the cuboid
volume of the Image Source Model (ISM). The ISM is a GA
method that computes acoustic reflections, modelling sound
propagation from a sound source to a listener. The next
step of this system is to combine the reflection computation
with the surface reconstruction process. Hence, the system
would calculate reflections based on the surface intersected,
using acoustic characteristics extracted from the visuals of the
surface. This approach would also overcome the problem of
the cuboid acoustic volume.

II. RELATED WORK

In acoustics, it is common to capture an environment
adopting measurement techniques such as the sine sweep,
usually consisting of reproducing a logarithm sine chirp or
a short burst, i.e. a gunshot, emulating a Dirac delta function
to excite frequencies in the audible spectrum and recording
how the environment influenced the propagated sound at the



Fig. 1. Breakdown of the proposed acoustic renderer. From left to right: an input scene is obtained from the input platform and represented as textured
meshes; the scene geometry is reduced via a geometry reduction process, determining the acoustic volume; material patches are generated from textures,
depending on size and position of each cell in the acoustic volume; the acoustic renderer generates RIRs that can be convolved to audio emitted from a sound
source in the scene.

listener position [13]. Such measurements can determine a
Room Impulse Response (RIR), a series of reflection paths
over time, recreating the acoustic space for a given source-
listener position pair. Wave-based acoustic simulations achieve
the highest degrees of realism in generating acoustic fields
as they compute sound propagation via simulations of high-
dimensional pressure fields [14] or solving the wave equation
with Finite-Difference Time-Domain solvers [15]. Their in-
herently complex nature require solving the wave equation to
produce acoustic simulations for a given scene. Recent GPU-
based solvers optimising complexity by orders of magnitude
[16], tough their computational requirements are often im-
practical for real-time applications due to the nature of the
wave equation, resulting in numerical complexity increases
with frequency. On the other end of the spectrum, Geometrical
Acoustics (GA) are a family of methods for fast approxima-
tions of acoustic space; they have gained popularity among
extended reality platforms due to their highly parallelisable
implementations [17].

A. Acoustic Materials

Sound rendering methods model phenomena of sound prop-
agation, such as reflection or diffraction, based on physical
properties of scene geometry, which are determinant factors of
a sound field. Among these, the T60 acoustic metric indicates
the time required for acoustic energy to decay by 60dB,
and it is commonly used in measuring sound fields as a
function of volume and surface with relative absorption. The
frequency-dependent T60, in addition, explains reverberation
over a frequency spectrum, often across six frequencies in
the equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale to approximate
the human hearing range [18]. In room acoustics, the T60

and other metrics such as C50 or the D50, which indicate
the clarity and definition index of a sound field [19], are
dependent on architectural features and their materials, among
other factors. Acoustic renderers have materials often defined
as features attributed to virtual geometry composing a complex
scene to model interaction between geometry and propagating
sound waves. Acoustic absorption, for instance, can determine
how much energy virtual geometry reflects given a colliding
incidental wave.

B. Acoustic Rendering

Schissler and Manocha [20] introduced an acoustic render-
ing system based on ray-tracing, adapting to large complex
scenes. Among their contributions is overcoming the problem
of handling many sound sources in large-scale environments
by clustering them based on the distance from the listener.
Based on an octree representation of space, with respect to the
listener position, their clustering aggregates increasing num-
bers of sources as their distance from the listener increases.
Their approach highlights the need for dissecting the acoustic
space for efficient selective rendering, resulting in rendering
of fine perceptual details within the listener’s close proximity
and coarse approximations otherwise.

Vorländer’s work [21] pioneered the combination of the
image-source model with ray tracing to prototype sound
propagation for interactive applications, and one of the first
forms of geometry reduction for acoustic rendering appeared
in Siltanen et al.’s work [22]. They considered an isosur-
face extraction algorithm, marching cubes, to simplify com-
plex, unstructured models, producing acoustic simulations via
geometrical acoustics within minutes. To the best of our
knowledge, this approach has not been developed further to
consider recent advances in scene understanding applied to
virtual reconstructions of environments to recognise acoustic
characteristics of space, such as acoustic materials [23], which
can be captured from complex scenes.

Schissler et al. [12] recently introduced a novel acoustic
renderer that reconstruct real-world scenes, using 3D recon-
structions from a set of camera viewpoints. By leveraging im-
age segmentation, they infer the semantics of scene objects to
produce and optimise acoustic materials assigned to the scene.
The renderer generates impulse responses that are processed
with delay interpolation, head-related transfer functions and
panning to adapt to human listeners. Even more recently, Singh
et al. [9] introduced a novel method to estimate a RIR from
a single image. Their pipeline employs state-of-the-art depth
estimation to reconstruct scene geometry depicted in the input
image, providing input to a generative adversarial network
to define a latent vector that a generator uses to produce a
spectrogram.



The above-mentioned works demonstrate how a network
can learn complex mappings between cross-modal stimuli and
acoustic characteristics of space, producing input to sound
propagation methods.

C. Material Recognition

In-the-wild datasets, such as OpenSurfaces [24], and Mat-
terport3D [25], capture material appearances in surfaces with
sub-optimal lighting conditions, specular reflections and errors
introduced by optic sensors, which may result in noisy image
representations of materials. Classification of image patches
through densely connected networks can achieve reasonable
accuracy when trained on extracted features, with the condition
that the data has a comprehensive representation of materials
applicable to target scenes of the acoustic rendering pipeline,
as shown in recent work by Colombo et al. [26]. Based on
captured real environments, the authors automated the map-
ping between the visual representation of materials, expressed
as meshes whose textures are decomposed into superpixels to
infer their acoustic characteristics via a learned classifier.

Gaur and Manjunath [27] present a novel clustering network
that would provide an alternative to classification paradigms
in acoustic material tagging tasks. Their novel technique
subdivides an input image into superpixels, image segments
whose pixels belong to similar texture patterns, by extract-
ing pixel embeddings using unsupervised autoencoders. Their
work allows the clustering of features across entire datasets.
Acoustic material tagging would benefit from this technique
by removing the need for semantic labels, potentially allowing
interpolation between acoustic materials across clusters of
features extracted from a dataset of surface appearances.

III. METHOD

The proposed framework employs a GA method, the Image-
Source Model [28], [29], to compute reflection paths in a given
virtual scene reconstruction, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
geometry reduction component of this pipeline decomposes
the virtual scene into a simpler cuboid volume. Vision-based
material recognition techniques are used to understand acous-
tic characteristics of surfaces in the input scene; these acoustic
characteristics are then mapped onto the appropriate surfaces
of the acoustic volume that represents the given virtual scene.
Finally, the ISM is supplied with spatial information on emit-
ters and listeners to produce RIRs from the acoustic volume.

A. Geometry Reduction

Our geometry reduction system generates a binary field,
sampling from the input geometry at a given number of points.
The field determines the acoustic volume via a marching cubes
algorithm, where each cell captures the appearance of surfaces
from textures associated with meshes of the input geometry. A
cuboid volume encapsulating the reconstructed surface deter-
mines the dimensions of the acoustic space simulated with
the ISM. Using vision-based techniques to analyse surface
appearance, we infer an acoustic material for each image

patch, effectively mapping acoustic materials to the surface
of the acoustic volume.

Input geometry is decomposed into a binary field expressed
as B = (bx,y,z) ∈ {0, 1}P , where P is the number of points
sampled across the three dimensions. The definition of B is
relevant to the quality of the resulting acoustic simulation and
determines the accuracy of the acoustic material recognition,
discussed in the following section. Given the set of input
meshes from the complex scenes, we define an Axis-Aligned
Bounding Box (AABB) encapsulating all vertices of a given
scene object, normalising their coordinates to the [−1,+1]
range. Values in B equate to 1 whenever a cell is within
the coordinates of any AABB defined, and to 0 otherwise.
We will refer to AABBs as the collection of all bounding
boxes associated with scene objects throughout the rest of
the paper. A multi-threaded implementation of the marching
cubes algorithm [30], [31] shapes the binary field into a
volume, representing the acoustic environment for reflection
path computation. In this process, the use of the AABB
to probe the input scene objects introduces error in cases
with concave geometry, which negatively correlates to the
resolution of B as collision checks with AABBs increase with
the number of cells. A cuboid encapsulating the reconstructed
surface from the marching cubes determines the ISM volume
for the reflection computation stage.

B. Acoustic Material Tagging
We introduce a camera-based system that generates a set

of image patches. These patches are generated from or-
thonormal projections of candidate marched cubes intersecting
the reconstructed surface. The image patches feed a neural
network to extract features that are then classified into an
acoustic material. Hence, each image patch corresponding
to an acoustic material defines the acoustic properties of
portions of the complex scene. Based on the space subdivision
computed at the geometry reduction stage, our system samples
the appearance of surfaces to recognise their semantics, which
maps to physical characteristics describing their behaviour
when interacting with reflecting sound waves.

Fig. 2. Image patch generation: surfaces intersected by marching cubes
are projected onto image patches with a camera by rasterising vertices via
orthographic projections of the delimited portion of surface. The resulting
image patch is then fed to a neural network to extract features for semantic
classification. Through a one-to-many mapping, semantics attributed to a
patch, via embeddings classification, map to acoustic parameters.

C. Camera Projection
Image patches are generated whenever a marching cube

intersects a surface by an entire side, i.e. four consecutive



corners of each marching cube. An orthographic camera,
positioned at the centre of the neighbouring cube, rasterises
sub-surfaces delimited by the cube. The camera is positioned
in the opposite side of the four intersected corners, facing
the surface that is intersected, see Figure 2. With OpenGL
rasterisation, we transform vertices of surfaces to the world
space, with clipping based on the volume of the marching
cube. Sampling image data from textures, the rasterisation
stage produces an image patch representing the projection of
the portion of surface inscribed by a marching cube. Marching
cubes intersecting in four consecutive corners ensure that the
orthographic camera is perpendicular to the surface.

D. Acoustic Material Classifier

Image patches projected from marching cubes provide input
to a neural network, a ResNet50 [32] backbone that operates
as a feature extractor, whose output is forwarded to a densely
connected layer. This last layer classifies predicted embeddings
into acoustic material categories. The network was trained
on the OpenSurfaces dataset [24], learning mappings between
visual appearances of surfaces from 34 material classes and
semantic labels, as described in [26]. The network, pre-
trained on ImageNet [33], learns on 32x32 pixel resolution
image patches that we extract from appearances sampled from
OpenSurfaces, assembling a dataset of about 13M images, split
into 9M and 4M train and evaluation sets, respectively. The
model converges in 45 epochs, achieves validation accuracy of
about 0.83, and, as shown in recent experiments [26], it can
replace humans in the process of acoustic material tagging
in enclosed scenes of real-world space. Via a one-to-many
mapping, we associate each of the 34 categories from the
OpenSurfaces dataset to acoustic materials. Given 11 acoustic
materials, subdividing into two levels of mass density, the
visual labels are mapped to 22 acoustic materials. Model
architecture and weights are available1.

E. Frequency-dependent geometrical acoustics

The ISM estimates attenuation functions for a given listener
position, with respect to a source in space, drawing from
Habet’s implementation [34] to estimate h energy functions,
based on the spatial [x, y, z] coordinates of a sound source, s,
a listener, l, at each time step t as h(l, s, t) =∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

β
|mx−q|
−x β

|mx |
+x β

|my−j |
−y β

|my |
+y β

|mz−k |
−z β

|mz |
+z

δ(t− τ)

4πd

(1)

Here, M = {(mx,my,mz) : −N ≤ mx,my,mz ≤ +N}
determines the number of points per dimensions based on
the size of the input acoustic volume and the timestep,
dependent on the desired sampling frequency, on the length
of the output RIR, and the order of reflections N . P =
{(q, j, k) : q, j, k ∈ 0, 1} determines possible combinations
of image sources mirrored in the three dimensions from

1https://gitlab.com/ matt/unda

every boundary in the acoustic volume to consider higher-
order reflections, which are computed by δ(t − τ), where
τ =

||Rp+Rm||
c indicates the reflection time delay by divid-

ing the measured distance between mirrored image positions
Rp + Rm and the listener by the speed of sound c, d

is the distance term and is calculated as
√
(Rm +Rp)

2
.

With combinations in P , image positions are determined by
Rp = [(1− 2q)sx − lx, (1− 2j)sy − ly, (1− 2k)sz − lz] and
Rm = [2mxlx, 2myly, 2mzlz]. The ISM computes multiple h
functions across frequency-dependent reflection coefficients,
increasing the accuracy of simulated reflections from bound-
aries of the acoustic volume. In Equation 1, β reflection
coefficients determine the energy attenuation of a computed
reflection, specifying a single reflection coefficient mapping to
each side of the acoustic volume; namely, −x to +z (left, right,
top, bottom, front and back side). As these coefficients imply
that materials apply a constant attenuation over the frequency
spectrum, we redefine them as β−x,f . . . β+z,f ∀f ∈ F :
{125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000}Hz, where f indicates the
frequency bin mapping to a reflection coefficient, adding a
further dimension to Equation 1, which can be defined as
h(l, s, f, t) equating to:

∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

∑
f∈F

·

β
|mx−q|
−x,f β

|mx |
+x,fβ

|my−j |
−y,f β

|my |
+y,fβ

|mz−k |
−z,f β

|mz |
+z,f

δ(t− τ)

4πd
(2)

Frequency-dependent reflection coefficients enable the map-
ping between boundaries in the environment and acoustic ma-
terials. Equation 2 produces separate h attenuation functions
for frequency bins in F , associated to the common six octave
bands defined by the acoustic materials to cover the equivalent
rectangular bandwidth-number scale [17], [18].

F. Audio Rendering

We process h functions generated by convolving them
finite impulse response filter. We design six filters based on
frequency-dependent absorption coefficients to obtain a new
set of h functions that contribute to a specific band of the
equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale. Phase-invariant low-
pass filters based on Smith et al’s [35] designs are combined
with their corresponding frequency-inverted counterparts that
we chain to produce band-pass filters. Filters are complemen-
tary to each other in the frequency domain (20Hz to 20kHz),
summing to a flat magnitude response. Processed h functions
are then summed into a resulting RIR, which we convolve to
anechoic audio to propagate audio in the simulated acoustic
environment.

G. Acoustic Volume Absorption

We adapt our ISM to non-enclosed or partially enclosed
space by determining acoustic materials associated with the
six sides of the cuboid acoustic volume: when no image
patches are assigned to a given side, its respective reflec-
tions are ignored, i.e maximum attenuation. Otherwise we let



Fig. 3. Comparison between room impulse responses, generated using the proposed framework. Predicted RIRs are produced using materials inferred by the
automatic acoustic material classification, while the tagged counterparts have manually tagged acoustic materials. Rows show scenes in ascending order of
volume; Columns from left to right show: a render of the scene with an overlapped polygonised acoustic volume resulting from the marching cubes algorithm;
a time-domain visualisation of the impulse response using predicted materials, followed by the counterpart with tagged materials; finally, the last two columns
show spectrograms of the two. RIR pairs are generated maintaining the same positions of source and listener.

M−x ... +z = {α0,f , . . . , αn,f} be the vectors of acous-
tic materials corresponding to marching cubes, describing
frequency-dependent α acoustic absorption. With marching
cubes intersecting surfaces associated with a side of the vol-
ume at n points, acoustic materials generated by the material
recognition stage substitute elements of vector M, while the
remaining elements default to air absorption [36]. Acoustic
materials contribute to a final set of acoustic absorption
coefficients α−x,f . . . α+z,f equivalent, as β =

√
1− α [29],

to the reflection coefficients considered in Equation 2. The
contribution of each acoustic material is weighted based on
the number of image patches found for each side and the total
number of possible image patches P 3 that can be associated
to each side, dependent on the resolution of the geometry
reduction stage. Hence, the weighted average determining
acoustic absorption for each side of the acoustic volume can
be defined as:

α−x,f . . . α+z,f =

∑P 3

i=1 wi M−x,i . . . M+z,i∑P 3

i=1 wi

, (3)

where w indicates the weights vector defining acoustic mate-
rial contribution:

wi =

{
n
P 3 if i ≤ n
(P 3−n)

P 3 otherwise
(4)

Hence, the contribution of acoustic materials to the ISM
volume depends on the surface intersected by marching cubes.

H. Perceptual Evaluation

We conduct preliminary tests by deploying the proposed
pipeline on a set of scenes, where we place a listener and
sound source. The pipeline constructs a cuboid acoustic vol-
ume encapsulating the source-listener pair, produces image
patches with captured surfaces and infers acoustic materials
to generate acoustic materials associated with the volume. For
each scene, we generate two RIRs: one with automatically-
generated acoustic materials and one with manually-tagged
acoustic materials. We compare RIRs by utilising a pre-
trained network for subjective comparison between aurali-
sations produced via convolution of RIRs to audio from a



TABLE I
FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM ROOM IMPULSE RESPONSE PAIRS GENERATED USING THE PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METRICS OF CORRESPONDING INPUT

ENVIRONMENTS. EACH PAIR HAS A predicted AND tagged RIR, REFERRING TO ACOUSTIC MATERIALS BEING INFERRED WITH ACOUSTIC MATERIAL
CLASSIFICATION OR TAGGED MANUALLY. t REFERS TO THE TIME TAKEN TO COMPUTE REFLECTIONS, AND P INDICATES THE NUMBER OF SAMPLING

POINTS PER DIMENSION.

Room Office Church Village

Scene
Volume (m3) 3.43× 10 8.64× 103 4.83× 104 3.45× 108

Triangles 15.4M 0.973M 0.49M 9.6M
P 163 323 643 1283

Order 3 4 5 1
t(s) 2.824 3.53 2.791 1.25

predicted T60(s) 0.997 1.705 5.982 0.103
tagged T60(s) 0.331 0.734 9.6 0.124
T60 error 0.666 0.971 3.618 0.021

predicted C50 1.278 -2.613 -12.341 -5.724
tagged C50 0.709 -1.193 -13.706 -3.036
C50 error 0.569 1.42 1.365 2.688

predicted D50 0.499 0.384 0.048 0.275
tagged D50 0.509 0.619 0.035 0.36
D50 error 0.01 0.235 0.013 0.085

Fig. 4. Distributions of perceptual distances between pairwise comparisons of
audio recordings convolved to generated RIR pairs. A collection of everyday
sounds is propagated for each pair, producing convolution pairs. By employing
a learned metric, the perceptual distance between RIR with predicted and
tagged materials is measured.

database of anechoic recordings of sound events from the
TUT Sound Event database [37]. The deep audio perceptual
audio similarity metric, CDPAM [38], trained on a dataset of
human judgements, expresses distances between two signals
and a reference. Hence, the metric can be used to measure
Just Noticeable Differences (JND) as a distance D(xper, xref )
between a perturbed signal xper, and a reference xref . Rever-

beration or equalisation are among the perturbation factors
affecting the measured distance. Perceptual distance scores
greater than 1 indicate that a human would distinguish them as
distinct. The objective of the evaluation is to evaluate whether
sound propagated using the rendering pipeline with inferred
acoustic materials is perceptually indistinguishable from sound
propagated with manually-tagged materials. We convolve to
a collection S of 2700 audio samples to then determine
perceptual distances D(xpredicted,i, xtagged,i) ∀i ∈ S between
convolutions using predicted and manually tagged materials.

IV. RESULTS

We test the system by deploying the proposed pipeline on a
set of scenes, providing coverage of a wide range of practical
use cases: “Room”, “Office”, “Church” and “Village”. These
have increasing volume as reported on Table I. “Room” is a
real conference room captured using a LiDAR scanner, FARO
Focus3D X300. The remaining scenes are virtual environments
that are common in computer games development.

Using our framework, RIRs are generated across the four
scenes, applying all stages of our pipeline as offline proce-
dures, comparing acoustic simulations with inferred acous-
tic materials to simulations with manually-tagged materials.
These acoustic simulations assume omnidirectional sources
and receivers as no human listeners are involved in the
comparison. Hence, simulations disregard directivity patterns
or head-related transfer functions. Source-receiver position
pairs are consistent across RIRs pairs. We extract objective
metrics associated with room acoustic parameters to compare



the output of each acoustic simulation. The classifier takes an
average of 0.03s to infer the acoustic material from an image.

We evaluate our sound rendering pipeline comparing acous-
tic energy decay across computed RIRs, as it expresses
reflection paths computed on scene geometry for a given
source-listener position pair. We extract metrics from impulse
responses following De Lima et al.’s feature analysis defi-
nitions [19]. By fitting energy decay curves, we determine
the T60 reverberation metric, the C50 clarity index, and the
D50 definition index. C50 and D50 indices are dependent
upon the ratio between the power of early and late reflections.
See Table I for estimated reverberation, clarity and definition
scores across scenes. Figure 4 show distributions of perceptual
distances from RIRs generated using automatically tagged
materials to RIRs generated with manually assigned materials.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Overview

Given that procedures of isosurface extraction and compu-
tation of frequency-dependent impulse responses run on CPU
programs, the timings recorded across the four scenes with
increasing spatial resolution suggest that the pipeline would be
practical for interactive platforms. Especially when consider-
ing dynamic and incremented geometry typical of extended re-
ality systems. Furthermore, GPU implementations of the ISM
efficiently distribute sources across parallel workers, allowing
for real-time RIR generation [39]. The technique illustrates
promise in the domain of streaming geometry, where virtual
environments are constructed via spatial mapping services for
visualisation on extended reality displays. There is a necessity
for understanding the acoustic information to be associated
with this streamed mesh data. The nature of this approach
facilitates mesh ingestion and updates to the binary field,
subsequent subregions of the marching cube volume can be
iteratively updated, and the resultant RIR to take stock of
updated geometry can thus be generated. Despite overcoming
the limitations of ISMs in propagating sound in non-enclosed
environments, phenomena such as occlusion of sound sources
and arbitrary shapes of the environments are not considered.
Occlusion and visibility of sound sources can be solved by
combining the ISM with ray tracing, allowing for checking
source visibility introducing limited overhead thanks to their
GPU implementations [40].

B. Acoustic Material Approximations

The complexity of the pipeline depends upon the nature
of the complex scenes and the number of points in which
surfaces are sampled. Considering the overhead introduced by
the acoustic material classifier, the complexity of the pipeline
scales linearly with the number of surface intersections in the
environment. Hence, the worst complexity occurs when each
marching cube intersects scene geometry. In addition, despite
the classifier’s reasonable accuracy on test data, no ablation
studies have been conducted to reduce the architecture to a
minimum topology and further optimise complexity. Acoustic
materials associated with each side of the calculated volume

contribute to a mean, causing the ISM to approximate the
computation of specular reflections, neglecting characteristics
of surfaces, such as position or orientation. This approximation
can be overcome by eliminating the process of averaging
acoustic materials and reformulating the computation of im-
age sources defined in Equation 2 to refer to individual
acoustic materials mapped to the acoustic volume. However,
the reformulation would affect the timestep of computed h
functions, constraining it to the geometry reduction resolution,
resulting in an arbitrary scale that should be interpolated
to the time scale. The benefits of removing mean acoustic
material would include the ability to simulate arbitrary shapes
of surfaces by having acoustic materials mapped to marching
cubes. This process would need to consider Nyquist sampling
theory to determine the appropriate cube sizes to simulate
accurate acoustics whilst maintaining specular plausibility in
the frequencies simulated. Pelzer and Vorländer’s work [41], in
addition, suggests that the resolution of the geometry reduction
process can be set according to perceptual responses in the
resulting simulation. Their experiments reveal that geometry
with small structural details can be excluded from acoustic
modelling, maintaining the perceived quality, and this acts as
a motivating basis for this future iterative study.

C. Geometry Reduction

Determining space subdivision through the resolution factor
P 3 of the geometry reduction stage has an effect on the
volume reconstruction and generation of image patches, which
directly map to acoustic materials. Larger resolutions require
more marching cubes, causing the number of orthographic
projections from surfaces to increase, resulting in a higher
number of forward passes through the feature extractor, finally
resulting in increased computational overhead. In order to
maintain perceptual accuracy and produce plausible acoustic
simulations whilst minimising the spatial resolution to opti-
mise execution times, further work would require subjective
evaluations to derive optimal spatial resolution across varying
scene geometry.

D. Objective Evaluation

The most noticeable differences between renders with pre-
dicted and manually tagged materials are due to different
decays of acoustic energy. By considering spectrograms of
generated RIRs (3), the different acoustic materials influence
the decay of energy over time. As a result, there are errors
relative to reverberation, definition and clarity; see Table I.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a novel pipeline for acoustic rendering that
is able to capture acoustic material characteristics of space
around a listener using computer vision paradigms. These
predicted acoustic material characteristics are used to generate
input for sound propagation methods, producing plausible
acoustic simulations. We developed a proof-of-concept proto-
type of an automated pipeline, executed as offline procedures



mostly implemented as CPU programs, demonstrating the gen-
eration of RIRs that can be used in downstream convolution
auralisations in real-time audio engines to propagate audio
from virtual sound sources in simulated environments. The
automated mapping between visual appearances and acoustic
characteristics directly applies to extended reality platforms
where the virtual environment is incrementally reconstructed
as a listener explores their surroundings, enabling sound
rendering to produce plausible acoustic simulations removing
human experts from the scene authoring process.
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